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For more than 40 years, AIS Vanguard has
been providing specialist lifting, moving
and industrial services expertise for
manufacturers.

The manufacturing sector is experiencing
unprecedented levels of change; from the use of
automation on the factory floor and increasingly
complex machinery and components, through to
commercial factors such as just in time delivery
and changing import and export regulations. At AIS
Vanguard, helping manufacturers to navigate change
with as little risk or disruption as possible is core
to what we do. We work with our manufacturing
customers to plan and implement projects around your
requirements including:

Ч Planned shutdown periods
Ч Site specific safety criteria
Ч Business as usual operational requirements

Our experience in the manufacturing sector includes
components manufacturers, OEMs, high tech industries and
any manufacturing environment that operate heavy machinery
and equipment. From installing robots and cranes, to helping
you manage your maintenance schedules or reconfigure your
site to improve efficiency, we can advise you on scheduling and
phasing your projects around your commercial and operational
needs. Whatever your requirements, we will provide a detailed
method statement, accurate critical path and wide-ranging
safety plan to ensure your project is delivered safely, on time
and on budget.
Our services for the manufacturing sector include:
Machinery moves and removals

Ч Location specific access and egress restrictions
Heavy, technical and complex lifting

Ч Lean production layouts
Ч Process critical mechanical and electrical services
Whether you need help with routine operational activities
or with a major project we can help. Our experience in the

Decommissioning
Installation

manufacturing sector includes:

Ч Factory relocation and set-up
Ч Asset rationalisation

Mechanical and electrical services
CDM

Ч Asset realisation
Ч Asset optimisation, factory reconfiguration and lean
management projects

Logistics

Ч Maintenance and servicing

We are the industrial services partner moving the manufacturing industry forward. Get in touch
today on 01257 441111 to find out how our turnkey approach could help you deliver your goals.

businesssupport@ainscoughindustrial.co.uk

aisvanguard.co.uk

